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Abstract: Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are widely adopted in various applications.
State-of-the-art CNN models deliver excellent classification performance, but they require a large
amount of computation and data exchange because they typically employ many processing layers.
Among these processing layers, convolution layers, which carry out many multiplications and
additions, account for a major portion of computation and memory access. Therefore, reducing the
amount of computation and memory access is the key for high-performance CNNs. In this study,
we propose a cost-effective neural network accelerator, named CENNA, whose hardware cost is
reduced by employing a cost-centric matrix multiplication that employs both Strassen’s multiplication
and a naïve multiplication. Furthermore, the convolution method using the proposed matrix
multiplication can minimize data movement by reusing both the feature map and the convolution
kernel without any additional control logic. In terms of throughput, power consumption, and silicon
area, the efficiency of CENNA is up to 88 times higher than that of conventional designs for the
CNN inference.
Keywords: convolutional neural network (CNN); neural network accelerator; neural processing unit
(NPU); CNN inference

1. Introduction
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have emerged as a key technology for machine learning.
They have proven to be a powerful tool for computer vision applications ranging from image
recognition of handwritten digits to complex object recognition [1–3]. In addition, they have made
tremendous progress in various applications including audio/speech recognition and natural language
processing [4–6].
Recently, state-of-the-art CNN models have exhibited superior classification performance over
humans, but they require a considerable amount of computation and a large amount of memory space
because they typically employ many processing layers. Specifically, convolution layers account for
over 90% of the overall computation workload in CNNs [7]. Convolution layers perform a significant
amount of element-wise multiplications and additions between input feature maps and convolution
kernels to generate output feature maps. However, processing in a convolution layer is adequate for
parallel computation and is commonly accelerated using graphic-processing units (GPUs). A GPU can
accelerate CNNs quickly, but in a battery-powered embedded system, relying heavily on GPUs may
lead to an unacceptably large amount of energy dissipation [8].
Numerous studies have attempted to expedite the processing speed and improve energy efficiency
by designing hardware accelerators for CNNs [9–13]. In particular, these studies have great significance
for attempting CNN in a low power edge computing environment. However, many unsolved issues
remain. One of them is the hardware cost. In a convolution layer, a large number of multiplication
operations between feature maps and convolution kernels are required. It is also important to exploit
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parallelism in a hardware accelerator in CNN. Most CNN accelerators can support the parallelism
by designing either an array structure of processing elements (PEs) or a parallel tree reduction
structure [9–13]. To maximize the performance through parallel processing, most implementations
employ many computation units including multipliers and adders. In particular, employing many
multipliers may lead to excessive circuit size and unacceptably large energy consumption. Another
key issue is how to manage data efficiently when multiple operations are being conducted in parallel.
Therefore, critical issues such as data reuse and data synchronization need to be solved. Specifically in
CNN, both feature maps and convolution kernels are heavily reused in the processing in convolution
layers. Therefore, data reuse is important for reducing data movement between an accelerator
and off-chip memory. However, many existing implementations [9,12] suffer from heavy power
consumption because complicated computation and control circuits for data reuse are employed. This
prompts the need for a specialized accelerator to achieve higher performance at lower hardware cost.
In this study, we propose a cost-effective neural accelerator named CENNA. We propose a
cost-centric matrix multiplication method to reduce the hardware cost. The proposed method is
implemented in the hardware. We verified that it is possible to reduce the hardware cost without
degrading computation performance. Furthermore, a novel convolution method that minimizes data
movement by reusing both the feature map and the convolution kernel without any additional control
is proposed. Therefore, the proposed implementation achieves reasonable silicon area, low power
consumption, and good performance and it can be used for edge computing applications such as
drones, autonomous vehicles, and on-device artificial intelligence (AI) [14–16].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces CNN and presents some
challenges in the implementation of CNN accelerators. Section 3 presents the proposed matrix
multiplication engine, the architecture of CENNA, and along with the data reuse method in CENNA.
Section 4 presents the experimental results. The performance, hardware size, and power consumption
of CENNA are compared with those of state-of-the-art designs in Section 5. Finally, this study ends
with concluding remarks in Section 6.
2. Background and Related Works
In this section, we first introduce the basic features of CNN. Then, we discuss the key issues
involved in designing CNN accelerators from two perspectives: computational complexity and
data reuse.
2.1. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
CNNs are a set of pattern recognition filters that can be learned by training [1]. Most CNNs
consist of multiple layers that include convolution layers, non-linear operation layers, sub-sampling
layers, and fully connected layers. These layers are arranged in a feed-forward structure. Typically, the
group of convolution layers and sub-sampling layers performs feature extraction and the group of
fully connected layers performs classification. Through the process of each layer, feature maps that
represent various features of an input image can be extracted. Image features include lines, corners,
and edges, etc. Classification is carried out based on the extracted features.
The convolution layer is an essential process in CNN, and it carries out element-wise multiplications
between images and filters. Figure 1a presents the set of computations in a convolution layer. The
convolution layer receives a D-channel input feature map as an input image. Each input feature
map is convolved with K × K × D kernels by shifting the kernel window to generate one pixel in
a Z × Z output feature map. The stride of the receptive field is S, and T output features will form
the set of input feature maps for the next convolution layer. After output features are generated,
they are filtered using an activation function such as sigmoid, tanh, and rectified linear unit (ReLU).
Figure 1b shows a pseudo code that describes operations that are carried out in a convolution layer
where element-wise multiplications between an input feature map (inFmap) and a convolution kernel
(cKernel) are performed to extract features and generate an output feature map (outFmap).
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2.2.1. Computation Complexity
2.2.1. Computation Complexity
Today, state-of-the-art CNN models can recognize objects with more accuracy than human
Today, state-of-the-art CNN models can recognize objects with more accuracy than human
recognition [17,18]. The exceptional accuracy of the CNN is primarily achieved through deep
recognition [17,18]. The exceptional accuracy of the CNN is primarily achieved through deep
convolution layers, but each convolution layer requires a large number of multiplications and additions.
convolution layers, but each convolution layer requires a large number of multiplications and
For instance, ResNet-152 [18] requires 11 G multiply-accumulate (MAC) operations as shown in Table 1.
additions. For instance, ResNet-152 [18] requires 11 G multiply-accumulate (MAC) operations as
shown Table
in Table
1.
1. Computation
and parameter size requirements in a convolutional neural network [19].
Table 1. CNN
Computation
a convolutional
network
Model and parameter
AlexNetsize
* requirements
VGG-16 ** in
GoogLeNet
*** neural
ResNet-152
****[19].
Operation
(MAC) 1
0.73 M * VGG-16
16 G ** GoogLeNet
2 G *** ResNet-152
11 G ****
AlexNet
CNN Model
Parameter
Mem
(Byte)1 2
233
528
M
51
M
220
Operation (MAC)
0.73M
M
16 G
2G
11 GM
NumberParameter
of operations
(multiplication,
addition)
including
convolution kernel,
Mem
(Byte) 2
233
M 1 , Total
528weights
M
51 M
220 bias
M 2 , mm2 ) 2 ,
Neural network designed by Alex khrizevsky */Visual geometry group **/Google ***, Residual network ****.

Number of operations (multiplication, addition) 1, Total weights including convolution kernel, bias 2, mm2) 2,
Neural network designed by Alex khrizevsky */Visual geometry group **/Google ***, Residual network ****.

To perform a large amount of MAC operations, CNN hardware accelerators in [9–13] employed
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multiplications [20]. The number of multiply operations is reduced in Strassen’s and Winograd’s
method. However, the number of add/sub operations and the number of computation steps in a
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Figure 3. Illustration of a 2 × 2 matrix multiplication step: (a) Strassen; (b) Naïve.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Computational steps of a 2 × 2 matrix multiplication: (a) Strassen; (b) Naïve.

2.2.2. Data Reuse
As presented in Table 1, most CNN models require a large number of kernel parameters. For
example, VGG-16 [27] requires 528 MB to store all the kernel parameters. Furthermore, the cost to
access an off-chip memory (DRAM) is over 200 times more expensive than the multiplication cost in
terms of energy dissipation [21]. In a convolution layer, pixels in an input feature map are repeatedly
used for convolution operations with many convolution kernels. In addition, as a kernel window slides
through an input feature map, some values of the feature map are reused consecutively. Therefore, it is
important to bring the convolution kernel and the input feature map from the off-chip memory to the
on-chip memory and to reuse them as much as possible.
Most CNN accelerators commonly employ a large array of PEs to carry out highly parallel
computing. In such a structure, values loaded from an off-chip memory are stored in an on-chip
memory, typically called a Global Buffer, and this buffer is shared among PEs to avoid large amounts
of data transfers from the off-chip memory. As shown in Figure 2a, each PE exchanges data with other
PEs via a bus and each is connected to the off-chip memory controller (Memory Controller, MC). Each
PE includes not only the logic circuits for computation but also a controller to communicate with
other PEs. In the communication between PEs, each PE sends and receives the data of a feature map
and a convolution kernel. If the communication between PEs becomes complex, the hardware cost
increases. The implementation cost of the PE-array-based method is typically very high [9,11]. The
implementation in [9] shows that more than half of the power consumption is derived from hardware
logic blocks for data reuse.
In a reduction-tree based accelerator, data distribution logic blocks (Communicator and
Distributor) are utilized for data reuse. To reduce the data movement from DRAM, this architecture
typically stores reused data to a prefetch buffer (Prefetch Buffer) and distributes it to a reduction tree
(Reduction Tree) using distribution logic circuits, as shown in Figure 2b. The reduction tree has a fixed
data flow that performs multiplications in parallel and accumulates the results of the multiplications
into an accumulator. In a fixed flow, data reuse is employed using a communicator logic circuit
(Communicator) that allows data reuse between multipliers, as shown in Figure 2b. Implementations
in [10,11] employed a logic block for data sharing between multipliers to enable flexible data sharing,
but heavy power consumption and silicon area were observed.
The distribution logic block (Distributor) provides both the feature map data and the convolution
kernel data to multipliers. This makes it possible to reuse data either using a single feature map
with multiple kernels or using multiple feature maps with a single kernel. Therefore, the distributor
logic holds a lot of data, which leads to high power consumption and large silicon area. In addition,
the implementation employs two reuse schemes (Communicator and Distributor), and it suffers from
excessive power consumption and large chip area [12].
3. Cost-Effective Neural Network Accelerator (CENNA) Architecture
This section describes the structure of CENNA and how CNN works in CENNA. In CENNA,
the convolution operation is converted to a form of 4 × 4 matrix multiplication as a pre-processing
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step. It will be addressed that the conversion to a 4 × 4 matrix multiplication is advantageous for low
hardware cost and reusing data. We will discuss a matrix multiplication engine in terms of hardware
cost and explain how to compute a convolution operation using the matrix multiplication. In addition,
we describe a novel method for data reuse.
3.1. Proposed Matrix Multiplication Engine
As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, a multiplier is much more complicated than an adder. Therefore,
reducing the number of multiplications in a matrix multiplication will be effective to reduce the
hardware implementation cost. To compare the implementation cost of a multiplier for matrix
multiplications, three methods that perform a 4 × 4 matrix multiplication are implemented: a naïve
multiplication, a Strassen’s multiplication, and the proposed cost-centric matrix multiplication.
For multiplication of two 4 × 4 matrices, while the naïve multiplication requires 64 multiplications,
Strassen’s multiplication requires only 49 multiplications. However, although the number of
multiplication operations in Strassen’s method is significantly smaller, as shown in Table 3, the actual
hardware cost is similar. The main reason is that Strassen’s method requires more memory and
adder/subtractors to carry out more arithmetic steps than naïve multiplication. Furthermore, the
multiplier for Strassen’s method is slower than the naïve multiplier because of complex steps in
Strassen’s multiplication. In addition, because of the irregular steps of Strassen’s multiplication,
designing a pipelined implementation will be more difficult.
Table 3. Performance of the 4 × 4 pipelined matrix multiplication (16 bit MUL (M), 32 bit ADD (A)).

Naïve 1
Strassen 2
Cost-Centric 3

Cycle/Time (s)
(109 4 × 4
Matrices)

Maximum
Frequency

# of
MUL/ADD

Area

Power

(109 + 2)/2.00
(109 + 3)/3.16
(109 + 2)/2.00

500 MHz
370 MHz
500 MHz

64/48
49/198
56/100

0.270 mm2
0.203 mm2
0.242 mm2

21.45 mW
21.70 mW
18.58 mW

3-stage (M-A-A) 1 , 4-stage (A-2 × 2 Strassen-A-A) 2 , 3-stage (A-2 × 2 Naïve-A) 3 , Bold is a critical path.

In CENNA, a new matrix multiplication called cost-centric multiplication is proposed. Cost-centric
multiplication employs a hybrid method that is a combination of Strassen’s method and the naïve
multiplication. In the cost-centric multiplication, the input 4 × 4 square matrix is partitioned into
four 2 × 2 sub-matrices as shown in Figure 5a. In cost-centric multiplication, the naïve matrix
multiplication and addition are employed to compute seven 2 × 2 intermediate result matrices
(M1 –M7 ), and those seven sub-matrices are added and subtracted in the same way as Strassen’s method
as shown in Figure 5b. The cost-centric multiplication operates in three arithmetic steps: (i) summation
and difference of 2 × 2 sub-matrices (e.g., A11 + A22 , B12 − B22 ), (ii) the naïve multiplication of the
summations and differences to obtain M1 –M7 , and (iii) summations and differences of some Mi ’s to
compute the result (C11 , C12 , C21 , and C22 ).
The proposed method requires 56 multiplications, which is more than the original Strassen’s
multiplication. However, the power consumption of the proposed matrix multiplication is less by
17% than that of the original Strassen’s multiplication as shown in Table 3. The proposed method
dissipates less power than the implementation of the naïve method and Strassen’s method, respectively.
In addition, the operating frequency of the pipelined implementation of the proposed method is higher
than that of the implementation of Strassen’s multiplication. In Strassen’s multiplication, arithmetic
steps required to obtain each value in the result matrix are not regular. Thus, designing evenly balanced
pipeline implementation is difficult.
The operating frequency of the pipelined implementation of the proposed matrix multiplication is
the same as that of the naïve multiplier at 500 MHz. In contrast, the proposed matrix multiplication
dissipates less power than the naïve implementation. It dissipates smaller power than the other two
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In conclusion, CENNA is designed to compute a 4 × 4 matrix using 2 × 2 matrices. The 4 × 4
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3.2. CENNA
Architecture
Figure 6 shows the hardware structure of CENNA. CENNA consists of a memory block (64
KB static random-access memory, SRAM) and the proposed matrix multiplier (Matrix Engine). The
memory block stores convolution kernels and feature maps. Data from the external DRAM are stored
in the memory block and are sent to Matrix Engine. The Matrix Engine consists of components for
the proposed matrix multiplication (1st Addition, M 1 –M 7 , 2nd Addition) and those for convolution
operations (fMap, cKernel, Accumulator, ReLU, and pSum).
As mentioned earlier, the proposed multiplier operates in 3 steps. The 1st Addition unit carries
out the first step, which involves the summation and difference of the 2 × 2 sub-matrices (e.g., A11
+ A22 and B12 − B22 ). Each M unit in Figure 6 carries out naïve multiplication of summations and
differences of results from the 1st Addition to obtain M 1 –M 7 , and the 2nd Addition unit carries out
summations and differences of some of the Mi ’s to compute the results (C11 , C12 , C21 and C22 ). Each M
unit contains 8 multipliers and 4 adders. Because CENNA includes 7 M units (M 1 –M 7 ), a total of 56
multipliers operate in parallel.
The fMap buffer and the cKernel buffer store a portion of the feature map and the convolution
kernel. We have provided a detailed description on fMap and cKernel in Section 3.3. The Accumulator
unit accumulates the result of matrix multiplication to obtain an output feature map of CNN. The
pSum buffer stores the result of the Accumulator unit and the result is passed to either the ReLU

Figure 5. Proposed 4 × 4 matrix multiplication method: (a) Partitioning of a 4 × 4 matrix into a 2 × 2
sub-matrices; (b) proposed matrix multiplication: Naïve (×) and Strassen (•).
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Figure 6 shows the hardware structure of CENNA. CENNA consists of a memory block (64 KB
static random-access memory, SRAM) and the proposed matrix multiplier (Matrix Engine). The
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Figure
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3.3. Convolution
Operation
CENNA
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A22
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which
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the summation
difference of
the 2multiplication
× 2 sub-matrices
(e.g., but
A11 +also
This CENNA architecture employs
not only and
a cost-efficient
matrix
engine,
and
B
12 − B22). Each M unit in Figure 6 carries out naïve multiplication of summations and differences
an efficient data reuse technique for the 4 × 4 matrix multiplication to reuse both convolution kernels
of results
from
the 1st Addition to obtain M1–M7, and the 2nd Addition unit carries out summations
and
feature
maps.
and differences
of some
of the M
i’s to compute the results (C11, C12, C21 and C22). Each M unit contains 8
Figure 7a shows
a pseudo
code
of the convolution operation in CENNA. First, it loads the feature
multipliers
and
4
adders.
Because
CENNA
includescKernel).
7 M units
(M1–M
7), a total of 56 multipliers
map and the convolution kernel into
buffers (fMap,
While
loading
data, the feature map
and the convolution kernel are stored in a 7 × 7 size and in four types of convolution kernls in a 4 × 1
size in buffers. In CENNA, the kernel window moves along the 7 × 7 input feature map stored in
the buffer. We will discuss the loading process detail in Section 3.4. Second, once data are loaded,
matrix multiplication of a 4 × 4 size is performed. In the matrix multiplication between a feature map
and a convolution kernel, the result of the matrix multiplication is a partial sum of the output feature
map. Third, partial sums are combined to achieve an output feature map. Next, it is stored in the
off-chip memory (External Memory) via the activation function.

in the 64K SRAM block.
3.3. Convolution Operation in CENNA
This CENNA architecture employs not only a cost-efficient matrix multiplication engine, but
10 of 19
reuse technique for the 4 × 4 matrix multiplication to reuse both convolution
kernels and feature maps.
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i, j,Inand
t indicate
row window
position,moves
the column
thefeature
kernel
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i,j+3

type, respectively. In the first computation, the result (pt1 1,1 ) is a partial sum of the output feature
map that pertains to the first row in the input feature map (x1,1 –x1,4 ) and the first type of convolution
kernel (wt1 1,1 –wt1 1,4 ). The second computation (pt2 1,1 ) is a partial sum of the output feature map
pertaining to the first row in the input feature map (x1,1 –x1,4 ) and the second type of convolution kernel
(wt2 1,1 –wt2 1,4 ), etc. The computation between the second row in the input feature map (x2,1 –x2,4 ) and
the first type of convolution kernel (wt1 1,1 –wt1 1,4 ) generates a partial sum (pt1 2,1 ) that is the convolution
operation when the kernel window moves to the second row of the feature map. The same process is
repeated, and partial sums are thus generated (pt1 1,1 –pt4 4,1 ).
After matrix multiplication of the input feature map of 4 × 4 (x1,1 –x4,4 ) and the component of the
first row of the convolution kernels (wt 1,1 –wt 1,4 ), the input feature map when the kernel window is
moved down by one row (x2,1 –x5,4 ) is multiplied by values corresponding to the second row of the

kernel (wt21,1–wt21,4), etc. The computation between the second row in the input feature map (x2,1–x2,4)
and the first type of convolution kernel (wt11,1–wt11,4) generates a partial sum (pt12,1) that is the
convolution operation when the kernel window moves to the second row of the feature map. The
same process is repeated, and partial sums are thus generated (pt11,1–pt44,1).
After matrix multiplication of the input feature map of 4 × 4 (x1,1–x4,4) and the component of the
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first row of the convolution kernels (wt1,1–wt1,4), the input feature map when the kernel window is
moved down by one row (x2,1–x5,4) is multiplied by values corresponding to the second row of the
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Figure 8. Generating partial sums row by row: (a) First; (b) Second; (c) Third; (d) Fourth.
Figure 8. Generating partial sums row by row: (a) First; (b) Second; (c) Third; (d) Fourth.
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i,j –xi+3,j+3 ) reuse such values. That is, the results of matrix multiplication (p 1,1 –p 4,1 ) are computed
map (x
i,j–xi+3,j+3) reuse such values. That is, the results of matrix multiplication (pt11,1–pt14,1) are
when
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3.5. Tiling-Based Data Reorganization
3.5. Tiling-Based Data Reorganization
For efficient data reuse, a tile-based data reorganization method called data tiling (DT) is proposed
For efficient
data reuse,
a tile-based
data reorganization
called
data
tiling
is
in CENNA.
The proposed
tile-based
data management
partitionsmethod
an input
feature
map
into(DT)
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proposed
in
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data
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map
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with a uniform size. To implement the proposed DT method, CENNA employs an on-chip memory
hierarchy that processes feature maps with several stages.
In the convolution layer, adjacent kernel windows have many overlapped elements. As shown in
Figure 9a, two 4 × 4 size adjacent kernel windows (at 1,1 and at 2,1 ) have 12 overlapped elements in
the feature map. Notably, most overlapped elements can be reused for the next kernel window if we
reorganize overlapped elements to be adjacent. As shown in Figure 9b, a 7 × 7 tiled block of an input
feature map (BLK0 ) is stored in the fMap buffer, and four types of 4 × 4 tiled convolution kernels are
stored in the cKernel buffer. Next, a 4 × 4 kernel window in the fMap buffer moves across the current
fMap window (BLK0 ) and generates partial sums, which will be stored in the pSum buffer. Through
DT, the overlapped elements between adjacent 4×4 kernel windows can be reused when generating an
output feature map (at 1,1 , at 2,1 and dt 3,1 , dt 4,1 ) as depicted in Figure 9b. In addition, for a new 7 × 7
tiled block of an input feature map (BLK1 ) operation, only the newly needed data are loaded.
Figure 10 shows the pipelined execution flow in CENNA. The entire pipeline consists of four
stages-Load, Matrix Multiplication, Convolution Operation, and Store stages. As explained in
Section 3.1, the Matrix Multiplication stage is further divided into 3 stages, which makes the entire
pipeline regarded as a 6-stage pipeline. During the Load stage, a 7 × 7 tiled block (e.g., BLK0 ) of
an input feature map is fetched. In the Matrix Multiplication and Convolution Operation stages,
CENNA carries out the convolution operation with the loaded 7 × 7 tiled block. The computed results
(at 1,1(4) ) are stored in the pSum buffer during the Store stage. Eventually, after repeatedly processing
all the tiled blocks, the final result (at 1,1(5) ) is obtained through the ReLU operation. It should be noted

the feature map. Notably, most overlapped elements can be reused for the next kernel window if we
reorganize overlapped elements to be adjacent. As shown in Figure 9b, a 7 × 7 tiled block of an input
feature map (BLK0) is stored in the fMap buffer, and four types of 4 × 4 tiled convolution kernels are
stored in the cKernel buffer. Next, a 4 × 4 kernel window in the fMap buffer moves across the
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Through DT, the overlapped elements between adjacent 4×4 kernel windows can be reused when
generating an output feature map (at1,1, at2,1 and dt3,1, dt4,1) as depicted in Figure 9b. In addition, for a
that when the pipeline is fully filled, five elements in the output feature maps are computed in parallel
new 7 × 7 tiled block of an input feature map (BLK1) operation, only the newly needed data are
with only one set of execution units.
loaded.

(a)
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Figure 10 shows the pipelined execution flow in CENNA. The entire pipeline consists of four
stages-Load, Matrix Multiplication, Convolution Operation, and Store stages. As explained in
Section 3.1, the Matrix Multiplication stage is further divided into 3 stages, which makes the entire
pipeline regarded as a 6-stage pipeline. During the Load stage, a 7 × 7 tiled block (e.g., BLK0) of an
input feature map is fetched. In the Matrix Multiplication and Convolution Operation stages,
CENNA carries out the convolution operation with the loaded 7 × 7 tiled block. The computed
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Figure 10. Execution flow of the 6-stage pipeline in CENNA (6-stages: Load, 3-stage Matrix
Multiplication, Convolution Operation and Store).
Multiplication, Convolution Operation and Store).

4. Hardware Implementation
The register transfer level (RTL) design of CENNA is implemented using Verilog hardware
description language (HDL). The design is synthesized by Synopsys Design Compiler Ultra with
Samsung 65 nm LP libraries under the worst-case operating conditions (1.08 V, 125 °C). The 64 KB
SRAM is organized as eight banks of 512 × 128 b SRAMs. The energy dissipation of CENNA is
estimated by Synopsys Power Compiler. In addition, CACTI v7.0 was used to estimate the amount
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4. Hardware Implementation
The register transfer level (RTL) design of CENNA is implemented using Verilog hardware
description language (HDL). The design is synthesized by Synopsys Design Compiler Ultra with
Samsung 65 nm LP libraries under the worst-case operating conditions (1.08 V, 125 ◦ C). The 64 KB
SRAM is organized as eight banks of 512 × 128 b SRAMs. The energy dissipation of CENNA is
estimated by Synopsys Power Compiler. In addition, CACTI v7.0 was used to estimate the amount
of SRAM power consumption and area at 65 nm technology [29]. We implemented neural network
accelerators that include three matrix multiplication methods: Naïve, Strassen, and CENNA. The
results are summarized in Table 4.
Table 4. Summary of implementation evaluations of three neural network accelerators.
Design

Naïve

Strassen

CENNA

# of MUL/ADD
Frequency
Local Buffer 1
SRAM
Area
Power

64/108
500 MHz
448 B
64 KB
1.411 mm2
50.191 mW

49/258
370 MHz
544 B
64 KB
1.345 mm2
50.462 mW

56/160
500 MHz
400 B
64 KB
1.384 mm2
47.344 mW

Registers in accelerator (1st Addition, M1 –M7 , 2nd Addition, and Accumulator) 1 .

Figure 11 shows the area and power consumption in each accelerator. Area and power consumption
mainly incurred by the matrix multiplication are different from one another, whereas the cost of other
parts is similar. As shown in Table 4, the Strassen implementation has the smallest silicon area
among all compared implementations mainly because the circuit size for matrix multiplication is the
smallest, as shown in Figure 11a. Compared to the Strassen implementation, CENNA implementation
exhibits a 3% bigger silicon area. However, it consumes the smallest amount of power among all three
implementations as shown in Figure 11b. The main reason why CENNA implementation dissipates
the least amount of power is that the size of the local buffer is the smallest among all three. As shown
in Table 4, the implementation for the Strassen requires more registers than other implementations.
Therefore, it is possible to reduce the area by reducing the number of multipliers, but it consumes more
power as2020,
the9,use
of registers
increases.
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the reduction
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this
section,
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In this section, we first explain the computing performance
of CENNA
accelerating
networks.
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we
compare
CENNA
with
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accelerators
in
terms
of
performance,
neural networks. Next, we compare CENNA with state-of-the-art accelerators in terms of

performance, throughput, and hardware cost. Finally, we address the overall efficiency of CENNA
and state-of-the-art accelerators.
5.1. Latency and Throughput of CENNA
Table 5 shows the average inference time of VGG-16 with 13 convolution layers when using
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throughput, and hardware cost.
state-of-the-art accelerators.

Finally, we address the overall efficiency of CENNA and

Table 5. Inference performance of VGG-16 with 4 × 4 sized kernels and batch size 1.
Layer

Input (W/H/C) 1

Output (W/H/C)

# of MAC (Giga)

Total Time (ms) 2

Memory Access Time (ms)

Conv1-1
Conv1-2
Conv2-1
Conv2-2
Conv3-1
Conv3-2
Conv3-3
Conv4-1
Conv4-2
Conv4-3
Conv5-1
Conv5-2
Conv5-3

224 × 224 × 3
224 × 224 × 64
112 × 112 × 64
112 × 112 × 128
56 × 56 × 128
56 × 56 × 256
56 × 56 × 256
28 × 28 × 256
28 × 28 × 512
28 × 28 × 512
14 × 14 × 512
14 × 14 × 512
14 × 14 × 512

224 × 224 × 64
224 × 224 × 64
112 × 112 × 128
112 × 112 × 128
56 × 56 × 256
56 × 56 × 256
56 × 56 × 256
28 × 28 × 512
28 × 28 × 512
28 × 28 × 512
14 × 14 × 512
14 × 14 × 512
14 × 14 × 512

0.16
2.62
1.26
2.2
1.42
2.84
2.84
1.21
2.42
2.42
0.42
0.42
0.42

4.86
103.61
47.85
95.71
43.16
86.35
86.36
38.26
76.52
76.52
21.05
21.05
21.05

0.29
6.09
1.44
2.88
0.66
1.31
1.31
0.31
0.63
0.63
0.63
0.20
0.20

20.65

722.35

16.58

Total

W/H/C: Width/Height/Channel

1,

Including the computation time and memory access time 2 .

5.1. Latency and Throughput of CENNA
Table 5 shows the average inference time of VGG-16 with 13 convolution layers when using
CENNA, and it achieves 1.38 frame/s with an energy dissipation of 34.24 mJ on average. The total
inference time includes the time for computation and memory access. The total inference time depends
on the amount of MAC operations and the number of parameters. It depends on the shape of the
feature map and convolution kernel. For example, Conv3-2 requires more computation than Conv1-2,
but takes less time than Conv1-2. This is mainly because earlier layers require less output channels
than later layers. Conv1-2 is a shallow output layer compared to Conv3-2 and the feature map cannot
be reused as much as in Conv3-2.
We compare the inference performance of CENNA with other implementations, as shown in
Table 6. The real throughput is estimated at 77% of the peak throughput, which is about 12% higher
than that of the Strassen implementation. In the case of Conv1-1 layer of VGG-16, CENNA is 1.58
times faster than Strassen implementation. Furthermore, CENNA shows 1.68 and 1.06 times better
efficiency than Strassen and Naïve implementations respectively, where the performance efficiency is
real throughput per watt.
Table 6. Comparison of inference performance running Conv1-1.
Design

Naïve

Strassen

CENNA

Total Time
Real Throughput 1
Peak Throughput 2
Efficiency 3

4.86 ms
65.84 GOPS
86 GOPS
1.31 TOPS/W

7.68 ms
41.67 GOPS
63.64 GOPS
0.83 TOPS/W

4.86 ms
65.84 GOPS
86 GOPS
1.39 TOPS/W

Achievable performance (Giga-operation, GOPS) running convolution layer 1 , Theoretical performance 2 , Real
throughput (Tera-operation) per watt 3 .

5.2. Performance Comparison with the State-of-the-Art Accelerators
The proposed neural network accelerator, CENNA, is compared with other existing works with
respect to design metrics. Because of numerous differences in the structure and dataflow, it is difficult
to compare the performance of CENNA and those of other implementations fairly. Therefore, we
compared each implementation when each implementation is operating at real throughput and peak
throughput. In addition, we compared the frame rate (frame/s) when the accelerator is running at
real throughput.
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5.2.1. Processing Elements (PE) Array-Based Accelerators
The PE-array based accelerator is classified by the communication method between PEs. We
compared CENNA and three accelerators using the most representative communication methods
(row stationary, 2D-SIMD, and 1D chain). Energy-Efficient Reconfigurable Accelerator for Deep
Convolutional Neural Networks (Eyeriss) [9] is a well-known PE-array accelerator, which offers an
efficient dataflow model called row stationary. Row stationary is a way to increase the reusability of
data. It is designed to maximize data reusability inside a PE. As shown in Table 7, Eyeriss consumes
4.99 times more power and takes 8.88 times larger silicon area than CENNA. More than 45% of power
consumption is in the PE network block such as the clock network and the PE controller circuit. In terms
of peak throughput, Eyeriss and CENNA are similar. However, there is a large gap between peak
throughput and real throughput when real throughput is measured while executing convolution
operations. This is because it takes a lot of time to pass data to each PE in the PE array. In Eyeriss,
the time to transfer data to each PE is different for the convolution layer. In the worst case, the time
for data transfer is about half the total execution time. Energy-Efficient Precision-Scalable ConvNet
Processor in 40-nm CMOS (ConvNet) [10] employs variable precision for each convolution layer to
reduce power consumption. It includes a special PE that can compute results with variable precision,
and the PE-array architecture employs a data flow structure called 2D-SIMD. 2D-SIMD can exploit
the parallelism using a PE array configured in a mesh topology [32]. It takes advantage of computing
2D pixels of the image in parallel [33]. Compared to CENNA, the peak throughput and the real
throughput of ConvNet is much better than that of CENNA. However, frame rate is less than that.
ConvNet’s 2D-SIMD is optimized for 16 × 16 matrix multiplication. Therefore, when computing a
small size kernel on models like VGG-16, its average multiply and accumulate (MAC) utilization rate
is less than 55%. Energy-efficient 1D chain architecture for accelerating deep convolutional neural
networks (Chain-NN) is an implementation that reduce the communication overhead between PEs
using 1D chain [11]. In conventional communication structures in the PE-array based accelerators,
one PE is connected to multiple PEs to maximize data reuse. However, in 1D chain communication,
only one adjacent PE is connected like a chain structure. Compared to other methods, the hardware
cost is very high, and it can achieve high computing performance. Compared to CENNA, in terms of
peak throughput, real throughput and frame rate, Chain-NN is much better than CENNA. Because
Chain-NN focuses on maximizing computing performance at the expense of high hardware cost, it uses
more SRAM and operators than other accelerators. It achieves 11.69 times better real throughput than
CENNA, but it requires 7.75 and 11.99 times more silicon area and power consumption, respectively.
When compared based on the 65 nm technology, Chain-NN requires 17.98 and 27.82 times more silicon
area and power consumption than CENNA, respectively.
Table 7. Performance comparison with PE-array based accelerators.
Metrics

Eyeriss [9]

ConvNet [10]

Chain-NN [11]

CENNA

Precision (bit)
Process Technology (nm)
Area (mm2 ) 1
Frequency (MHz)
# of operators 2
SRAM (KB)
Peak Throughput (GOPS)
Real Throughput (GOPS) 3
Frame Rate (Frame/s) 3
Power (mW) 4

16
65
12.25
200
336
192
84
24.6
0.6
236

1–16
40
2.4
204
204
144
102
63.38
1.54
220

16
28
10.69
700
1152
352
806.4
668.16
16.8
567.5

16
65
1.38
500
232
64
86
57.17
1.38
47.34

Scaled this metrics to 65 nm, 3.9 mm2 /358 mW (ConvNet), 24.81 mm2 /1,317 mW (Chain-NN) 1,4 , Total number
of multipliers and adders 2 , VGG-16 scaled up to similar amount of computation as 20.65 giga MAC operations
(GMAC) 3 .
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5.2.2. Reduction Tree-Based Accelerators
In the PE array-based structure, data can be reused through communication between PEs.
However, the reduction tree computes the convolution layer as a fixed data flow. Thus, it is difficult
to reuse data between computation operators such as multipliers and adders. In this section, we
compare reduction tree-based accelerators that are designed to reuse data (communicator, filter bank).
Multiply-accumulate engine with reconfigurable interconnects (MAERI) [12] allows data to be reused
by a logic block called communicator that allows communication between multipliers and adders.
It employs a switchable adder and multiplier logic block, and if there is a possibility for data reuse,
the data are forwarded to adjacent operators. For example, in the case of convolution kernel reuse,
a switchable multiplier forwards the weight of a convolution kernel to an adjacent multiplier. However,
it requires a large amount of power consumption. More than 50% of power is dissipated in switchable
logic blocks. In addition, these logic blocks take more than a quarter of the total silicon area. As shown
in Table 8, Real throughput and frame rate of MAERI are similar to those of CENNA. However, MAERI
consumes 7.82 times more power than CENNA. Origami [13] employs 12-bit precision computation
and includes hardware logic blocks that can compute 7 × 7 sized convolution kernels, which is called
the sum of product (SOP). To reuse data in Origami, four SOPs share a register called filter bank, and it
is used to hold weights of a convolution layer. Therefore, in Origami, area cost and power consumption
due to the filter bank are quite high. Compared to CENNA, its real throughput is similar to that of
CENNA, but it consumes 1.96 times more power. It holds more than 4 KB data in the register. However,
CENNA stores convolution kernels in SRAM and uses registers minimally.
Table 8. Performance comparison with reduction tree-based implementations.
Metrics

MAERI [12]

Origami [13]

CENNA

Precision (bit)
Process Technology (nm)
Area (mm2 )
Freq (MHz)
# of operators
SRAM (KB)
Peak Throughput (GOPS)
Real Throughput (GOPS) 1
Frame Rate (Frame/s) 1
Power (mW)

16
28
3.84
200
336
80
67.2
58.27
1.4
370

12
65
3.09
189
388
43
74
55
7.26
93

16
65
1.38
500
232
64
86
57.17
1.38
47.34

VGG-16 scaled up similar amount of computation as 20.65 GMAC 1 .

5.3. Efficiency Comparison with the State-of-the-Art Accelerators
Table 9 shows the computation efficiency comparison. Computation efficiencies are computed
in three difference ways. First, power efficiency is defined as real throughput (tera-operations per
second, TOPS) per watt. Second, area efficiency is defined as real throughput (giga-operations per
second, GOPS) per area (mm2 ). Lastly, overall efficiency is defined as real throughput per power
consumption and area. In power efficiency, CENNA turns out to be the most efficient accelerator
compared to others. Compared to the accelerators, CENNA is up to 12.1 times more efficient. In area
efficiency, Chain-NN outperforms other accelerators. It is 1.58 times more area-efficient than that
of CENNA. However, when implemented in the 65 nm technology, the area efficiency of CENNA
is 1.47 times better that of Chain-NN. CENNA also achieves 2.33 times better area efficiency than
Origami. When the overall efficiency that takes real throughput, power consumption and silicon-area
into account, is compared, CENNA is at least 4.63 times and up to 88 times better than the compared
implementations. Therefore, we conclude that the proposed CENNA architecture is very cost effective.
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Table 9. Efficiency comparison with the state-of-the-art works.
Metric

Eyeriss [9]

ConvNet [10]

Chain-NN [11]

MAERI [12]

Origami [13]

CENNA

Power (TOPS/W)
Area (GOPS/mm2 )
Overall (TOPS/W/mm2 )

0.10
2.01
0.01

0.29 *
26.41 **
0.12 ***

1.18 *
62.5 **
0.11 ***

0.16 *
15.17 **
0.04 ***

0.59
17.80
0.19

1.21
41.43
0.88

If we scale the technology to 65 nm, ConvNet, Chain-NN, and MAERI are expected to 0.18/0.51/0.07 (TOPS/W) *,
16.25/28.22/7.67 (GOPS/mm2 ) **, and 0.05/0.02/0.01(TOPS/W/mm2 ) ***, respectively.

6. Conclusions
We presented a cost-effective neural network accelerator, called CENNA. Previous studies
employed a large number of multipliers and adders, and therefore suffer from high costs such as
silicon area and power consumption. In addition, they have a special on-chip logic block to reuse
data that incurs significant overheads. The main goal of CENNA is to maximize efficiency by using
the proposed, cost-centric matrix multiplication. By utilizing the proposed multiplier, the number of
multiplications is significantly reduced without any performance loss. Furthermore, CENNA does not
need to have any special on-chip logic block for data reuse. Compared with state-of-the-art accelerators,
CENNA achieves excellent power, area, and overall efficiencies. In terms of the overall efficiency,
which considers performance, power consumption, and area, CENNA is at least 4.63 times and up to
88 times better than the compared accelerators.
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